ECA ALUMNI IACOCCA GLOBAL VILLAGE STATEMENT OF ELIGIBILITY

I, __________________________________________, do hereby certify that I am an alumnus/a of the following United States Department of State, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (DOS/ECA) program:

FLEX YES A-SMYLE (now FLEX)

(Please circle or underline the correct program)

I participated in the designated DOS/ECA program from _________________ to _______________
(insert dates).

I attended high school classes at ________________________________ (name of school) in
______________________________ (city), ______________________________ (state).

If I am chosen as one of the recipients of a full-tuition ECA/Iacocca scholarship to participate in Lehigh University’s Iacocca Global Village for Future Leaders 2024, I understand that the cost of my round-trip transportation to and from Bethlehem and funds for my food and personal expenses during the immersive, in-person four-week residency part of GV 2024 remain my individual responsibility.

Further, by signing below, I certify that I have sufficient personal funds (i.e. cost of round-trip plane fare plus AT LEAST US $750 cash) to cover said food and personal expenses.

Signed: _______________________________________
(Must be a handwritten signature of applicant)

Dated: _____________________________

EMAIL this form to village@lehigh.edu Please put your FULL NAME on the subject line of the e-mail.